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Message from Leaders

Rajkumar Bansal, DTM
District Director, District 92

Dear Toastmasters,
Can you guess what is the common trait between all
sportspersons? They all carry a winning attitude! If you think of any
sports, you will realise that in each one of them, players play to win.
Thus every sport has some scoring mechanism linked to it. At
Toastmasters, our members also compete in various speech contests
but do they carry the same winning attitude ?
Let me share a few Dos and Don'ts to make Toastmasters a sporting
arena for our budding speakers:
1. As a contestant, you must always carry a winning mindset always.
Unless you take the stage to win...you often wont !
2. Remember it takes 20 years of practice to become an overnight
celebrity. Thus there is no substitute for practice, more practice and
right practice.
3. Never, never and never give up. If you want to win, be prepared to
lose and this builds a winning attitude.
4. One thing you should never think of is ‘winning at any costs.’ This
approach often makes you take shortcuts, use unfair means like
plagiarism or even try to make the speech content too convoluted.
This is a contest month and I hope our members will take cue and
ace these contests.
Do share your stories with me if the above helped you in any way!
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Message from Leaders

A group of differently-abled children were made to stand
in a line for a running race. The teacher blew the whistle and said “Go!” To
his surprise, all the children held hands and ran together towards the finish
line. Each was laughing and joyful. Everyone was a winner that day! What a
wonderful display of love and camaraderie by those children! They showed
a true winning attitude. So what is a winning attitude? I believe that a
winning attitude is to always display a positive outlook on the challenges
and setbacks we face. A winning attitude can be cultivated. Believe in
Chimmu Kutty, DTM yourself. Believe that the right solution for your challenge will present
Program Quality Director itself. Next, it becomes all too easy to focus on the negative and get into the
blame game when things don’t work out. Learn from the mistakes and
move on. And last but not the least, be grateful for this opportunity to learn.

When we sit in an interview panel, many times we select a candidate
for one important trait called ‘attitude’. Skills & Knowledge can be taught
and acquired, however it takes a long time to develop the right attitude. As
you may be aware, our attitude is developed over a period of time based on
our family, friends, environment and experiences. So, how do we develop
our attitude for our growth & performance?Toastmasters International
provides multiple opportunities in the form of meetings & contests for
every member to develop that right attitude.In a club setting, individuals
are tested for their ability to listen, receive feedback or work with a
Boopathy Shankar, DTM
mentor. All these small tasks continuously reinforce the right attitude for
Program Quality Director
one to display positivity and perform to their potential. Will it be
sufficient? Not for the individuals who would like to challenge their limits
and go beyond. One can choose their area of interest to work on - prepared
speeches, Table Topics or evaluation. Contests which start from the club
level and go upwards provide a great feed. They need to stretch
themselves to cross each level. With every level the competition gets
tougher and the tough gets going. The small successes in each level over a
period of time help one to get that “Winning Attitude”. This would
definitely help them grow personally and professionally.I always wonder
what keeps many Toastmasters from participating in the contests again
and again. I suppose it is that Winning attitude which keeps them going.
Do you have it ?

ty
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Message from Leaders

Vanitha Rangarajan, DTM
Club Growth Director

Growing up, I used to necessarily regard someone rich as someone successful. A
big house, a fancy car, luxury vacations, branded clothes and accessories were all
regarded as success symbols.
Fast forward to now, even though money plays an important role in the quality of
life that we lead, it is not used as the measure of success.A successful person these
days, is someone who does things out of the ordinary, has a ‘never give up’ attitude,
and moves forward, irrespective of a win or loss.
Recently my child changed my perspective of success. While filling up a form at a
toy store, for a question " What are you proud of?" , she answered "I am always
happy". She opened my eyes towards a whole new dimension of success. Someone
who is genuinely happy with where they are, what they have, and where they are
going, is definitely someone that I consider successful.
So what is your mantra to win ? Is it to be happy, no matter what ? Is it to keep
trying, no matter what ? Is it to never give up, no matter what ?

"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door""Sooner or later, those who win are those
who think they can" ...and many many more quotes hang from walls, are found on
Instagram, in WhatsApp Stories and what not! The fundamental emotion they are
trying to address here is - your attitude! In my life, I am not much of a quotes person,
and hardly refer to them for anything, but I think poetry has been my lifeline when it
comes to having a winning attitude. A poet and his lines have formed the
cornerstone of my life: "Somewhere ages and ages hence:Two roads diverged in a
wood, and I—I took the one less traveled by,And that has made all the difference." A
winning attitude - as most of you know by now, is not shaped by quotes,
inspirational lines and speeches, and poems. A winning attitude is hard work gleaned from years of getting up and getting things done, not finding despair Sagnik Biswas, DTM
despite the harshest of roads, and keeping on the path, picking yourself up no Club Growth Director
matter what the season! It's also easier said than done - so I would always ask to not
only listen to others who say "chin up" and "face your problems with a smile" but
over and over again, keep listening to yourself first. Are you able to feel that you can
"Chin Up"? If not, take your time. Don't be intimidated. Part of the story of having a
winning attitude is the moments we spend with ourselves, clearing the cobwebs
from our mind, on whether we can do it or whether we let it slip! Converse internally,
then face the world and the quotes and the lights first. Work hard on making the
attitude work for you! A winning attitude is also about facing any situation, knowing
that no matter what happens, we will learn and absorb it first. During this contest
season, give it your best shot! In the current world situation, a winning attitude will
help you not only manage the panic within the self and among others, but also will
help you empathize with people. Ready, set, Go? Let's run this mile together.
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Message from Leaders

Geetha Prasanna, DTM
District PR Manager

A few years ago I thought having a winning attitude is what makes
one win a competition. And then I was introduced to my daughter's
school, where there are competitions, but no winners. In the absence of
competition, in the absence of choosing one over another, what is left
of a winning attitude is just a state of mind.
A winning attitude for me now means moving from competitiveness
to cohesion, from looking outside to discovering more about myself,
from being complacent to constantly pursuing excellence in
everything I do. Very much like each one of you contesting on stage
this contest season. It is about doing the only thing we can ever
control- giving our very best.This season, I wish the contestants a
fulfilling journey as you discover your own individual level next. All the
very best.
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Toastmasters Habba
Spring is a season for recreation, spontaneous fun, the sweetest treats, bonhomie and
great moments. That why one needs to find the nearest carnival to go to as soon he/she
got to know about one.
‘Toastmasters Habba’ was the first one-of-a-kind initiative by District 92 for Toastmasters
and their family, in Bengaluru.
It was held on 9th Feb 2020, Sunday from 10:30 AM to 4:30 PM at St Joseph’s Institute of
Management, MG Road. It was a great opportunity to introduce and showcase
Toastmasters to those who could benefit out of this movement.
At the maiden recreational event and gala day orchestrated by District 92, many
winsomest and most candied activities were prearranged. It was a perfect blend of food
and entertainment with the talent show, humorous speeches, sale of merchandise, book
stalls, games, and sports being organised.
Children also participated by putting up a great array of products and entertainment.
This fun-filled mega event provisioned Toastmasters to enjoy the jamboree with family &
amp; friends while enjoying the relishing the spirit of oneness, openness and ovation.
The pulse of Toastmasters was truly signified at Habba by a spectacle of jubilation, fun,
and excitement amongst the attendees. Melodious music, positive vibes with infectious
energy complemented the activities and performances.
Toastmasters Habba would have definitely created many fond memories. It was a
refreshing break from the usual meetings and contests. It was a self-funded event and
was organized by the involvement, support and spirit of all Toastmasters.
A special mention to Talkmagic Toastmasters, Daffodils Toastmasters and Bangalore
Toastmasters for the support they provided.
Many thanks to all volunteers who made Habba possible. Special thanks to DTM Geetha
Prasanna for creating this initiative, ideating and executing the event to perfection!
We also thank all the attendees for taking the time off on a Sunday to be present at the
Habba and being in high spirits, all-day.
Unforgettable fun-filled experience awaits Toastmasters at Habba 2.0!
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Division Updates
Division E:
IIMB Orators 500th Meeting - 22nd February. the club celebrated their 500th meeting
with a session by Saveen Hedge. The event was graced by DTM Chimmu Kutty, DTM
Vanitha Rangarajan, DTM Sudha Balajee, TM Girish Nagpal and a few more dignitaries.
TLI @ CMS College (Hosted by Division E) - 2nd February Officers from Divisions A, E, M
and O were trained.SevenGers Award (Division E) – All club officers must attend TLI
and Submit club success plan before a deadline
Transcend Toastmasters - 14th February Multi-lingual themed meeting was conducted
to celebrate Valentine’s day in different languages.
NMIMS Bangalore Toastmasters Club - 9th February A meeting to celebrate the 3rd
anniversary of NMIMS Bangalore Toastmasters Club was conducted. It was a house
party with Coronation Theme “Fly In Formation”
Dhwani Toastmasters- 15th February Education session was delivered by DTM
Kumaran Pethi on “The art of crafting a speech”.
IIMB Orators Club - 29th February Education Session was delivered by TM Pradeep
Kumar on “Enhance quality and effectiveness of a meeting”

IIMB Orators 500th Meeting

Transcend Toastmasters
Multi-lingual themed meeting

NMIMS Bangalore Toastmasters Club
3rd Anniversary
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Division Updates
Division D:
Conducted the inter - Gavel Club Table Topics Championship for Gaveliers across
Bangalore.
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Division Updates
Division K
1. There were three new clubs charted this month which are:
Sapiens Toastmasters Club - Area K1
CenturyLink club - Area K2.
Bridgei2i Toastmasters Club - Area K3
2. 8 clubs have won 7 Knights award in the TLI for the second term of the year.
3. Area contests were held with very active and enthusiastic participation from the club
members.
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Division Updates
Division N:
Capgemini Toastmaster Club Bengaluru: Had its 12th year celebration with:
Education session on Evaluation taken by TM Siva Rama Krishnan and Education
session on Humorous Speech taken by TM Vinayak Kulkarni.
TCS Maitree ITPL Toastmasters club: Conducted its 100th meeting on 20th February.
TM Hima Bindu of TCS Chevy Orators won Corporate Diva 2020 tittle (a Premier
corporate event )
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Division Updates
Division O:
O1 & O4 had their Area contests on 8th February at St Joseph's Institute of
Management
O3 had its Area contest on 16th February at Bosch, Koramangala
O2 had its Area contest on 23rd February at First American India
Zinnov Toastmasters Club conducted a special meeting with the Coronation theme,
"Fly in Formation" on 26th February.
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Member Article
My journey towards doing what I love!
By Aditya Maheshwaran
I reside within a polygon,
a triangle to be more specific,
the vertices of which are carefully curated.
The 3 vertices are my 3 areas of intrigue
and passion. The sweet spot in-between,
where I reside, is the career I've been fortunate
to carve out for myself. It may sound all poetic
but getting here wasn't that easy.
Before I get into the how,
let me introduce you to the vertices (my areas of passion)
Vertex 1: Psychology & human behaviour
Vertex 2: Management/leadership theory
Vertex 3: Philosophy and inquiry
I work in a niche area of consulting. In simple words, I enable organizations perform better
(vertex 2) by understanding why leaders do what they do (vertex 1) through questioning
fundamental belief systems (vertex 3). Of course, my job involves excel sheets and ppts too,
but the simple unadulterated purpose of the job resides within the triangle.
Speaking of polygons, 12 years ago I was in what my MBA professor would later call a golden
quadrilateral - Indian, IT, male, engineer! He used to call that a perfect recipe for a 1-2-3-4 life 1 wife, 2 children, 3 bed-room house, 4 wheeler! This professor was known to generalize, so
don't take him seriously. There are a lot of people who, out of passion, choose the
quadrilateral. I think the essence of what he was getting at was the human fear of stepping
out of the comfort zone and the ease of gravitating to safety.
In my case, through early exposure to certain people and platforms, I knew where my heart
was - in thinking about and contemplating the complexities of the human mind. I invested
time in studying comparative philosophies, the blurry edges of science, and slowing
developed the art of thinking first principle. Essentially there are only 2 questions we do not
have an answer to - How did existence begin and what creates consciousness....
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But, wait! All this sounds great but let's get back to reality - I'm an engineer working in an IT
company. The dichotomy between what I did in my spare time and office time was killing
me, until one day, I wrote to the CXO of my company as my manager couldn’t help. (I don't
recommend this but do what you need to do!). With some struggle, and skill gained at
Toastmasters, I managed to move to a department called the 'strategic marketing group'. It
was much more interesting as it involved speaking to industry analysts and feeding the
insights back to the business unit heads. But I soon realized I was one of the few non-MBAs
and needed to equip myself with one. This led me to exposure to Vertex 2.
Post-MBA, I had a difficult choice to make. Do I go back to a typical role or look for a job
closer to my interests? Waiting meant I didn't have a job during graduation. However, the risk
paid off and it led me to organizational consulting. Initial years of consulting can be hard,
especially for me as I had no prior experience in the field. But with years, consulting enables
you to develop your own niche. Mine was leadership development, culture transformation,
and so on - each of which centered me more in my triangle. All the years I had spent learning
crazy stuff suddenly met application!
Let me give you an example. When you speak of developing the calibre of leaders in an
organization - there are no boundaries to define your thinking. You draw from psychology,
game theory, neuroscience, zen philosophy and apply it to modern management theories of
value creation.
'Do what you love' is a beautiful phrase, often misinterpreted as poetic and as not pragmatic.
It is as though we all agree with it, clap for it, but go back to our routine as if it weren't for us.
But it can be if you give yourself a chance. The mantra is 'don't get ready, stay ready' - by
developing the skillset and mindset required to succeed in your area of passion even before
you get an opportunity to apply it. And when you do get it, you will be ready to fly high!
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You may Follow us at
https://www.tmdistrict92.org/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/tmdistrict92

https://instagram.com/d92tm?igshid=1qac1dkqnk4ch
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